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(57) ABSTRACT 
The present invention is directed toward an automatic con 
nected vehicle demonstration method and system for auto 
matically designating any registered vehicle as a demonstra 
tor vehicle, and further allowing for the demonstrator vehicle 
to also have one or more subscription-based events based on 
demonstrator vehicle status. In one more embodiments, a 
computer implemented method provides for registering, 
deregistering, and managing a dealers inventory of demon 
stration vehicles. 
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AUTOMATIC CONNECTED VEHICLE 
DEMONSTRATION PROCESS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims benefit under 35 USC 119 
(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/073,667, 
filed on Oct. 31, 2014, entitled “AUTOMATIC ENROLL 
MENT AND METHODS OF USE, and is related to U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. (Docket No. 5466P-1), 
filed on Oct. 29, 2015, entitled “AUTOMATIC CON 
NECTED VEHICLE ENROLLMENT,” and U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. (Docket No. 5466P-3), filed on 
Oct. 29, 2015, entitled “AUTOMATIC CONNECTED 
VEHICLE SUBSEQUENT OWNERENROLLMENT PRO 
CESS, all of which are incorporated herein by reference in 
their entireties. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002. The present invention is directed toward automotive 
communication services and more particularly to a method 
and system for providing demonstration of connected vehicle 
services via a demonstration vehicle. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. In the transportation industry, various vehicle ser 
vices are often offered to users of vehicles to enhance their 
experience with the vehicle. Familiar services now include a 
variety of software and application-based services, in varied 
forms, some of which are for free and other which require a 
subscription or fee-based model. Example of such services 
include enabling users to connect their smartphones to the 
vehicles audio system, providing turn-by-turn directions 
through in-car, on-screen applications, and receiving emer 
gencies services such as unlocking a vehicle's door or the 
automated reporting of an accident. Many of these services 
are consumer-focused, in which they enhance the experience 
ofusing a vehicle and for some consumers, the availability of 
these services can be persuasive in making a buying decision 
for a particular car brand or model. 
0004. However, prior to or during a purchase, a salesper 
sons ability to successfully access the varied services avail 
able for a possible customer for a particular vehicle may 
influence a customer's buying decision. Further, there may be 
occasions at a dealership, for instance, where a demonstrator 
vehicle (demo) is not available to show possible customers as 
it is being used, may have been sold, or is otherwise indis 
posed. To overcome this issue, a dealership may seek to add 
more demo units to its inventory, which can be costly, or limit 
the utilization of the demo units so as they may not be sold or 
leave the dealership for extended periods of time; however, 
each of these approaches creates additional burdens to the 
dealership including additional costs, logistical challenges 
and security issues in which verification processes can be 
complicated. 
0005. Therefore there is a desire to better activate sub 
scription services on various vehicles at a point of sale (POS) 
location, via an authentication-based process, while over 
coming the traditional security, financial and logistical chal 
lenges. In this manner, the ability to perform improved dealer 
demonstrations of vehicles having subscription services may 
be realized. The present invention is directed to such a need. 
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SUMMARY 

0006. In one or more embodiments, a computer imple 
mented method is disclosed for registering a demonstration 
vehicle via a secure vehicle registration network. In one or 
more embodiments, the method provides for a computer 
implemented method for registering a demonstration vehicle 
via a secure vehicle registration network. The method 
includes providing an interactive interface for registering the 
vehicle. Further the methods include receiving predetermined 
dealer information of a dealer and vehicle information of a 
vehicle requested to be registered as a demonstration vehicle. 
from a registered user, and transmitting the received prede 
termined dealer information and vehicle information to an 
authentication engine. Additionally, the method includes 
verifying registration qualification of the vehicle by the reg 
istered user via the authentication engine, and activating the 
registration of the vehicle as a demonstration vehicle if the 
registration qualification is successful. 
0007. A further embodiment of the present invention pro 
vides for a system for use in an automotive sales network for 
registering one or more demonstration vehicles to a dealer 
ship via a secure vehicle registration network. The system 
includes an interactive interface engine providing an interac 
tive interface for registering one or more vehicles as a dem 
onstration vehicle, which is capable of receiving and trans 
mitting messages. The system also includes an authentication 
engine for receiving dealer information and vehicle informa 
tion from one or more authorized databases and comparing 
predetermined dealer information and predetermined vehicle 
information obtained from one or more received messages 
with the one or more authorized databases. Additionally, a 
registration engine for registering the one or more vehicles as 
a registered demonstration vehicle is provided by the system. 
Further, the system also provides for a computer-based secure 
communication system capable of communications with the 
one or more authorized databases, the vehicle and dealer, and 
a reporting engine for generating one or more reports in 
response to data from one or more of the authentication 
engine and the registration engine. 
0008. The present invention also provides for a computer 
program product containing a computer readable medium for 
use in an automotive sales network for registering, deregis 
tering and managing a dealer's vehicles as demonstration 
vehicles. The program instructions of the computer program 
product include providing an interactive interface for regis 
tering, deregistering and managing vehicles of a dealer as 
demonstration vehicles. The program instructions also pro 
vide for receiving predetermined dealer information of a 
dealer and vehicle information of one or more vehicles 
requested to be registered, registered, deregistered or man 
aged as a demonstration vehicle, from a registered user, and 
transmitting the received predetermined dealer information 
and vehicle information to an authentication engine. The 
program instructions further provide for verifying registra 
tion, de-registration and management qualification of the 
vehicle by the registered user via the authentication engine, 
and activating, deactivating or otherwise amending registra 
tion of the one or more vehicles as a demonstration vehicle if 
the registration qualification is successful. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram 100 of the con 
nected vehicle demonstration method in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the present invention. 
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0010 FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram 200 of the con 
nected vehicle demonstration method in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the present invention. 
0011 FIG. 3 illustrates a process utilizing a first set of 
application screens on a Smartphone in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the invention. 
0012 FIG. 4 illustrates a further process utilizing a second 
set of application screens on a Smartphone inaccordance with 
one or more embodiments of the invention. 
0013 FIG. 5 illustrates a data processing system suitable 
for storing the computer program product and/or executing 
program code in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0014 FIG. 6 sets forth a process of an embodiment of the 
present invention in which one or more vehicles of a dealer 
are registered as demonstration vehicles. 
0015 FIG.7 sets forth a further process 700 of an embodi 
ment of the present invention including a system for use in an 
automotive sales network for registering one or more demon 
stration vehicles to a dealership via a secure vehicle registra 
tion network. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016. The present invention is directed toward an auto 
matic connected vehicle demonstration method and system 
for automatically designating any registered vehicle as a dem 
onstrator vehicle, and further allowing for the demonstrator 
vehicle to also have one or more subscription-based events 
based on demonstrator vehicle status. 
0017. The following description is presented to enable one 
of ordinary skill in the art to make and use the invention and 
is provided in the context of a patent application and its 
requirements. Various modifications to the embodiments and 
the generic principles and features described herein will be 
readily apparent to those skilled in the art. Thus, the present 
invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments 
shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with 
the principles and features described herein. 
0018. It is recognized that automotive dealerships have 
opportunity for improvement in the sales and demonstration 
cycles concerning connected vehicle services (also known as 
Subscription services). In part, dealerships may not have 
enough demonstration vehicles having Subscription services 
available for use by Sales people; dealerships may sell a 
demonstration vehicle and thereby reduce the available dem 
onstration capability to prospective customers; electing 
which vehicles should become demonstration vehicles and 
which should not become problematic when considering 
whether a demonstrator would remain available for subscrip 
tion service demonstrations as well; financial challenges arise 
as a dealership is often separately charged for a demonstrator 
vehicle; and logistical issues arise as dealerships are often 
limited to fixed number of demonstrators for a period of time. 
The present invention overcomes these undesired outcomes. 
0019 FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram 100 of the con 
nected vehicle demonstration method in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the present invention. From FIG. 1, 
an authorized dealer accesses their secure profile at 110 and 
requests to add a demonstrator vehicle to their registered 
inventory of vehicles at 120. The request would include at 
least identifying the dealership by a store identification code 
and the vehicle by a vehicle identification number (VIN). The 
request, in one or more embodiments of the present invention, 
may be performed via a computer terminal, via the web, via 
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an application on a wireless device, or other via another 
mobile, electronic or device capable of electronic communi 
cation with an interactive interface. The dealer's request is 
then authenticated by an authentication engine at 125. The 
authentication engine compares at least the dealer identifica 
tion with the vehicle VIN to ensure that the dealer is in 
possession the vehicle identified by the VIN. In an embodi 
ment, the present invention provides that the authentication 
engine assesses other information about the vehicle with at 
least one or more databases having known and secured 
vehicle information. 

0020 For instance, at 125, the authentication engine com 
pares the location of the identified vehicle with an authorized 
geolocation database, compares the ownership records of the 
vehicle with an authorized vehicle ownership database, and 
further compares the dealership records regarding the vehicle 
with an authorized ownership credential database to ensure 
that the dealership has proper and authenticated possession of 
the requested vehicle. Once the authentication completes its 
assessment of the relevant received data from the dealership 
regarding the dealership and the requested vehicle, assuming 
that the data is accurate and consistent, the authentication 
engine then adds the requested vehicle to the dealership 
inventory as a demonstrator vehicle, at 130. In the event the 
assessment failed, a message is returned to the dealer to 
indicate such at 127. 
0021. Once the vehicle is added to the dealer inventory as 
a demonstrator vehicle, the dealer is able to then access cer 
tain services and activities regarding the vehicle in a remote 
manner at 140. The remote access may be via the web, by 
Smartphone application, shared messaging service (SMS), or 
other electronic means which provides for enabling access 
and communications with the secure communication system 
connecting the vehicle communication system with the 
authorized server of the system of the present invention. 
(0022. Similarly, at 150, the dealer is able to further amend 
the services on the demonstrator vehicle. Service amend 
ments may include amending Subscription services, actively 
requesting maintenance or performance information, and 
associating the vehicle with a particular parking location via 
geopositional and geolocational techniques, for instance. It 
will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that there are 
many variations of service amendment for which the present 
invention is capable of engagement. 
0023. At 160, the dealer is also able to further modify and 
manage demonstrator inventory and activity. The dealer may, 
in accordance with one or more embodiments, deactivate a 
demonstrator for a particular day where maintenance is 
scheduled, make a demonstrator unavailable for general use 
where it is assigned to a particular customer, and replace one 
demonstrator with another vehicle as a new demonstrator, for 
example. 
0024. At 170, the dealer may generate a report of the 
activities of any individual demonstrator, the fleet of demon 
strators, or activities and services associated with any or all of 
the demonstrators related to the dealership, for example. 
0025. In one or more embodiments of the present inven 
tion, customer information may be used in conjunction with 
the demonstrator registry to effect an improved personalized 
approach in creating an enhanced environment for selling to 
a customer. For example, a customer's name, email and 
phone number may be associated with the Subscription Ser 
vices of the demonstrator for a particular test drive in which 
the customer already appreciates how the vehicle appears 
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tailored for the individual customer's use, thereby possible 
enhancing the purchasing experience and likelihood of the 
customer purchasing a vehicle based on the test drive. Simi 
larly, a dealers information may be used in conjunction with 
the demonstrator registry to effect a demonstrator which 
reminds a user of the demonstrator of additional services at 
the dealership, the reputation of the dealership and the satis 
faction other customers have had at the dealership, for 
example. 
0026. Additionally, vehicle information may also be simi 
larly utilized in the present invention to associate the cus 
tomer, the dealer and demonstrator in an improved sales envi 
ronment where there is an increased opportunity for creating 
a sale of a vehicle using the present invention. 
0027. For instance without limitation, dealer information 
may include name, address, email, cellphone number, social 
security information, security code, self-identifying key 
numbers, user name, user password, mobile device informa 
tion, and other information pertinent to the dealer in relation 
to the sales transaction. Dealer information may also include, 
without limitation, one or more of dealer identification infor 
mation, dealer purchasing history, dealer ownership informa 
tion, dealer geolocation information, dealer Subscription 
information, dealer account data, dealer contact information, 
dealer marketing information, publicly available information 
about the dealer and private sourced information about the 
dealer, etc. 
0028. For instance without limitation, customer informa 
tion may include name, address, email, cell phone number, 
Social Security information, security code, self-identifying 
key numbers, user name, user password, mobile device infor 
mation, and other information pertinent to the customer in 
relation to the sales transaction. Customer information may 
also include, without limitation, one or more of customer 
identification information, customer purchasing history, cus 
tomer ownership information, customer geolocation infor 
mation, customer Subscription information, customer 
account data, customer contact information, customer mar 
keting information, publicly available information about the 
customer and private sourced information about the cus 
tomer, etc. 
0029. By example, for instance without limitation, vehicle 
information may include vehicle identification number 
(VIN), brand and model, OEM proprietary data related to the 
vehicle, title information, dealership codes, delivery codes, 
security information, key codes, and other information perti 
nent to the vehicle in relation to the sales transaction, etc. 
0030 Additionally, customer and/or vehicle information 
may include information inclusive of that which is available 
in retail delivery reports and databases (RDRs), registered 
vehicles data, registered vehicle owners data, registered 
vehicle credentials data, registered vehicle identification 
data, registered vehicle security data, vehicle identification 
number (VIN) data and history, geolocation and history, 
depositional information and history, title information and 
history, insurance information and history, ownership infor 
mation and history, past history information, Subscription 
information, vehicle geolocation information, publicly avail 
able information, and private sourced information, etc. Fur 
ther customer and/or vehicle information may include mar 
keting information including web history associated with 
vehicle manufacturer, prior contacts with vehicle manufac 
turer and distributor, incentive and rebate utilization, third 
party information (e.g., Nielsen, IHS and Polk databases) 
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responses to targeted marketing regarding vehicle, email 
address(es), and registered applications utilized by customer, 
etc. 

0031 FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram 200 of the con 
nected vehicle demonstration method in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the present invention. From FIG. 2, 
a tutorial, secured entry and general demonstration are each 
available at 210 as an instructional incentive to a user or 
potential user of the present invention. Formalized and 
authentic entry to the secure system is also provided where 
the user may launch the application, or other software-driven 
approach for the present invention (Such as a uniform 
resource locator, weblink, runtime application, Script, etc.), 
and be requested to input a secure series of self-identifying 
inputs. In an embodiment, at 220, the user would input a 
registered username, an authorized password and an active 
and registered email address. Once entered, the user would 
await verification from a server which would compare and 
authorize continued access in the system where the inputted 
data matched the data registered. 
0032. At 230, the dealer is now able to access activities in 
the system and requests to add a vehicle to the dealers inven 
tory. At 240, the dealer identifies the specific vehicle of which 
is to be added to the inventory by at least vehicle VIN number 
though other vehicle information may also be requested and 
identified as need for the present invention. Once the request 
is input by the dealer, the authorized server compares the 
requested vehicle information (requested for demonstrator 
assignment) with one or more databases having known data 
and characteristics at 242, 244, and 246. For instance, in one 
or more embodiments, the remote server acts as an authenti 
cation engine to compare: 1) requested data against geoloca 
tion data in an authorized geolocation database at 242; 2) 
requested data against RDR lookup data in an RDR lookup 
database at 244; 3) and whether the vehicle has been previ 
ously sold or otherwise committed by assessing the requested 
data against an ownership credential database and/or a cus 
tomer database having one or more customer characteristics 
identified with purchased vehicles at 246. Preferably, in one 
or more embodiments, the present invention also assesses the 
basics information of the store identification and the vehicle 
VIN number in combination with the additional dealership, 
vehicle, customer and/or marketing information requested. 
0033. At 250, once the verification of a successful com 
parison is achieved, the demonstrator registration is also 
achieved and specific data may be past to the vehicle to be 
registered by a registration event at 260. At 260, the vehicle is 
categorized as a demonstrator and a remote vehicle services 
screen is available to the dealer to further manage the dem 
onstrator inventory, which may include adding further 
vehicles, at 270, or removing vehicles. 
0034. In accordance with one or more embodiments of the 
present invention, vehicle, dealer, marketing and/or customer 
data may be provided to the vehicle's communication system. 
The vehicle communication system may include cellular and/ 
or wifi enabling communication protocols to enable receipt 
and transmission of messages to and from an authorized 
server, local link, and/or remote communication system, Such 
as the authentication engine. In one or more embodiments, 
once authentication is granted, the dealer may activate Sub 
Scription services and access to the vehicle for use as a dem 
onstrator including generating a welcome message for the 
visual display within the vehicle. 
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0035 FIG.3 illustrates a process 300 utilizing a first set of 
application screens on a Smartphone in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the invention. From FIG.3, at 310 a 
Smartphone depiction is used to indicate the presence of an 
active application in which link services of the present inven 
tion may be utilized. At 310, a user may register, login or view 
a demo. To register, a user enters information requested about 
the user, as shown by example, at 320, and an authentication 
engine reviews, assesses and approves the user as a registered 
user or denies the application. After a user is authenticated 
and approved for access via registration, the registered user is 
connected to the link environment and the registered user is 
able to register, de-register, review, and other manage their 
inventory of demonstration vehicles as depicted at 330. 
0036. In the event the user desires to add a vehicle as 
highlighted at 333, the registered user selects add vehicle(s) 
and a further screen appears at 340, in which the registered 
user may then enter the desired vehicles by VIN, for example, 
to be requested to be registered. The registered user then 
identifies as a dealer at 344. 
0037. The routine of FIG. 3 is then continued at FIG. 4. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a further process utilizing a second set of 
application screens on a Smartphone in accordance with one 
or more embodiments of the invention. From FIG. 4, the 
dealer having recently identified as dealer, is then requested to 
enter dealer information identifying the dealer for review and 
approval. For example at 410, the dealer may be requested to 
enter the dealer store identification number as one way to 
self-identify. The inputted information is the authenticated by 
the authentication engine and if Successful, the dealer is pro 
vided access to a remote utilization screen in which one or 
more of the demonstration vehicles may be controlled by 
select processes and activities at 420. 
0038. For instance, at 420, the dealer may start an engine 
of a demonstration vehicle or may register a guest driver, for 
instance. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that 
there are many combination of activities and events for which 
the present invention may be utilized. Further the dealer may 
then continue to a further screen in which the dealer is able to 
manage the demonstration inventory at 430. For instance, 
where the dealer desires to add, Subtract or otherwise manage 
the demonstration vehicles, the dealer may select the manage 
vehicles tab at 434 which will advance to screen 440. At 440, 
specific VINs may be identified and added, removed or oth 
erwise managed for the dealer inventory of demonstration 
vehicles. 

0039 FIG. 5 illustrates a data processing system 500 suit 
able for storing the computer program product and/or execut 
ing program code in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. The data processing system 500 includes a 
processor 502 coupled to memory elements 504a–b through a 
system bus 506. In other embodiments, the data processing 
system 500 may include more than one processor and each 
processor may be coupled directly or indirectly to one or more 
memory elements through a system bus. 
0040 Memory elements 504a–b can include local 
memory employed during actual execution of the program 
code, bulk storage, and cache memories that provide tempo 
rary storage of at least some program code in order to reduce 
the number of times the code must be retrieved from bulk 
storage during execution. As shown, input/output or I/O 
devices 508a-b (including, but not limited to, keyboards, 
displays, pointing devices, etc.) are coupled to the data pro 
cessing system 500. I/O devices 508a-b may be coupled to the 
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data processing system 500 directly or indirectly through 
intervening I/O controllers (not shown). 
0041. In FIG. 5, a network adapter 510 is coupled to the 
data processing system 502 to enable data processing system 
502 to become coupled to other data processing systems or 
remote printers or storage devices through communication 
link 512. Communication link 512 can be a private or public 
network. Modems, cable modems, and Ethernet cards are just 
a few of the currently available types of network adapters. 
0042 FIG. 6 sets forth a process 600 of an embodiment of 
the present invention in which one or more vehicles of a 
dealer are registered as demonstration vehicles. 
0043. From FIG. 6, at 610 the present invention includes 
providing an interactive interface for registering the vehicle. 
In an embodiment, the interactive interface includes one or 
more of an in-vehicle computer touch screen, an application 
for a Smartphone having an input capability, a shared mes 
saging service, a web page, a web-based hyperlink, and an 
email requiring a response. 
0044. At 620, the present invention provides for receiving 
predetermined dealer information of a dealer and vehicle 
information of a vehicle requested to be registered as a dem 
onstration vehicle, from a registered user. In an embodiment, 
wherein the at least one or more predetermined characteris 
tics of the dealer information is a dealer identification code 
and the one or more predetermined characteristics of the 
vehicle information is the vehicle identification number 
(VIN). Additionally, in another embodiment, the associated 
data in one or more authorized databases having known 
dealer information and known vehicle information vehicle 
includes a secure dealer information database having an 
active list of approved dealer identification codes and 
includes a secure vehicle information database having an 
active list of available vehicles identifiable by VIN for 
approval or rejection for registry as a demonstration vehicle. 
0045. At 630, the present invention provide for transmit 
ting the received predetermined dealer information and 
vehicle information to an authentication engine. In an 
embodiment, the authentication engine is a remote server 
configured for secure communication with the vehicle to be 
registered and the registered user. 
0046. At 640, the present invention provides for verifying 
registration qualification of the vehicle by the registered user 
via the authentication engine. In an embodiment, the Verify 
ing registration qualification of the vehicle to be registered 
includes comparing at least one or more predetermined char 
acteristics of the dealer information and one or more prede 
termined characteristics of the vehicle information with asso 
ciated data in one or more authorized databases having known 
dealer information and known vehicle information vehicle. 

0047. At 650, the present invention provides for activating 
the registration of the vehicle as a demonstration vehicle if the 
registration qualification is Successful. Once activated, the 
present invention further provides for optionally registering a 
predetermined level of subscription services with the vehicle 
to be registered after activation of the registration of the 
vehicle as a demonstration vehicle, and managing a dealer's 
demonstration vehicle inventory by one or more of adding, 
Subtracting or temporarily Suspending predetermined 
vehicles of the dealer through the interactive interface. 
0048 FIG. 7 sets forth a further process 700 of an embodi 
ment of the present invention including a system for use in an 
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automotive sales network for registering one or more demon 
stration vehicles to a dealership via a secure vehicle registra 
tion network. 

0049. At 710, the present invention provides for an inter 
active interface engine providing an interactive interface for 
registering one or more vehicles as a demonstration vehicle, 
which is capable of receiving and transmitting messages. In 
an embodiment, the interactive interface engine includes one 
or more of an in-vehicle computer touch screen, an applica 
tion for a Smart phone having an input capability, a shared 
messaging service, a web page, a web-based hyperlink, and 
an email requiring a response. 
0050. At 720, the present invention further provides for an 
authentication engine for receiving dealer information and 
vehicle information from one or more authorized databases 
and comparing predetermined dealer information and prede 
termined vehicle information obtained from one or more 
received messages with the one or more authorized databases. 
In a further embodiment, the activation engine may activate 
one or more Subscription-based events in association with a 
level of service to be activated for the vehicle when registered 
as a demonstration vehicle. Additionally, the activation 
engine may also act as a deactivation engine for deactivating 
a registered demonstration vehicle to be removed from the list 
of dealer demonstration inventory. In a further embodiment, 
the activation engine is for activating a plurality of Subscrip 
tion-based events in association with a level of service to be 
activated for the vehicle when registered as a demonstration 
vehicle, wherein the subscription-based events include one or 
more of a for-fee application, for-free application, music Ser 
vice, emergency service, safety and notification service, diag 
nostic service, reporting service, maintenance service, in-car 
application, mobile application, and remote application. 
0051. At 730, the present invention further provides for a 
registration engine for registering the one or more vehicles as 
a registered demonstration vehicle. 
0052 At 740, the present invention further provides for a 
computer-based secure communication system capable of 
communications with the one or more authorized databases, 
the vehicle and dealer. 

0053 At 750, the present invention further provides for a 
reporting engine for generating one or more reports in 
response to data from one or more of the authentication 
engine and the registration engine. 
0054 Preferably, in one or more embodiments, reporting 
from the system of the present invention will include reports 
of data identifying vehicles sold, Subscription services 
selected and enabled, success and failure rates of activation 
and registration, timing and time score associated with sales 
deliveries, etc. 
0055 As used herein the term subscription-based services 
may include any vehicle service or customer service Such as 
those associated with telematics, safety and security, remote 
services, navigation, performance, geolocation and geoposi 
tional, diagnostics, convenience applications, general infor 
mation, utilization of publicly accessible data and electronic 
databases, etc. The term Subscription-based is not intended to 
imply a for-fee service is required, rather the term is specific 
to indicate that customer must Subscribe to the particular 
service through an activation or registration event associated 
with the vehicle; once the customer subscribes to the service, 
the service is then available to the customer through the 
vehicle. 
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0056. Other exemplary services which are intended to be 
part of the present invention as being Subscription services 
available include but are not limited to: (1) Safety and Secu 
rity services including ACNDirect, SOS, Vehicle Finder; (2) 
Remote Services including door lock/unlock, engine start, 
horn honk, flash lights, trunk open, cabin pre-conditioning, 
geofencing and speed alerts, window control; (3) Perfor 
mance Services including: performance report, vehicle Snap 
shot, remote vehicle information; OTA updates and upgrades; 
(4) Navigation Services including: maps, map updates, real 
time traffic, speed cam warnings, POI search, parking spots; 
(5) Infotainment Services including: cloud-based applica 
tions, streaming music, streaming video, internet browsing, 
news, stocks, sport scores, concierge, movie listings, flight 
info, calendar, weather forecast. 
0057 While the present invention has set forth sequences 
and/or steps involved in one or more embodiments of the 
present invention, the present invention is not so limited as to 
require the sequences set forth to be required to perform the 
present invention; the present invention may be adapted and 
enabled using the sequences and/or steps in varied configu 
rations and order, whereas the present invention will remain 
operational as intended and perform Successfully. 
0.058 Although the present invention has been described 
in accordance with the embodiments shown, one of ordinary 
skill in the art will readily recognize that there could be 
variations to the embodiments and those variations would be 
within the spirit and scope of the present invention. Accord 
ingly, many modifications may be made by one of ordinary 
skill in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the appended claims. Many other embodiments of the present 
invention are also envisioned. 
0059 Any theory, mechanism of operation, proof, or find 
ing stated herein is meant to further enhance understanding of 
the present invention and is not intended to make the present 
invention in any way dependent upon Such theory, mecha 
nism of operation, proof, or finding. It should be understood 
that while the use of the word preferable, preferably or pre 
ferred in the description above indicates that the feature so 
described may be more desirable, it nonetheless may not be 
necessary and embodiments lacking the same may be con 
templated as within the scope of the invention, that scope 
being defined by the claims that follow. 
0060 Similarly, it is envisioned by the present invention 
that the term communications and network includes commu 
nications across a network using one or more communication 
architectures, methods, and networks, including but not lim 
ited to: Code division multiple access (CDMA), Global Sys 
tem for Mobile Communications (GSM) (“GSM is a trade 
mark of the GSM Association), Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications System (UMTS), Long Term Evolution 
(LTE), 4G LTE, wireless local area network (WIFI), and one 
or more wired networks. 
0061 Accordingly, a system and method in accordance 
with one or more embodiments presented above overcomes 
the challenges of existing practices and provides a more 
robust and convenient approach to better enroll customers 
with their vehicle via an authentication-based process while 
overcoming the traditional security, financial and logistical 
challenges. 
0062 Embodiments described herein can take the form of 
an entirely hardware implementation, an entirely software 
implementation, or an implementation containing both hard 
ware and software elements. Embodiments may be imple 
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mented in software, which includes, but is not limited to, 
application Software, firmware, resident Software, micro 
code, etc. 
0063. The steps described herein may be implemented 
using any suitable controller or processor, and Software appli 
cation, which may be stored on any Suitable storage location 
or computer-readable medium. The Software application pro 
vides instructions that enable the processor to cause the 
receiver to perform the functions described herein. 
0064. Furthermore, embodiments may take the form of a 
computer program product accessible from a computer-us 
able or computer-readable medium providing program code 
for use by or in connection with a computer or any instruction 
execution system. For the purposes of this description, a 
computer-usable or computer-readable medium can be any 
apparatus that can contain, Store, communicate, propagate, or 
transport the program for use by or in connection with the 
instruction execution system, apparatus, or device. 
0065. The medium may be an electronic, magnetic, opti 
cal, electromagnetic, infrared, semiconductor system (or 
apparatus or device), or a propagation medium. Examples of 
a computer-readable medium include a semiconductor or 
Solid state memory, magnetic tape, a removable computer 
diskette, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only 
memory (ROM), a rigid magnetic disk, and an optical disk. 
Current examples of optical disks include DVD, compact 
disk-read-only memory (CD-ROM), and compact disk read/ 
write (CD-R/W). 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer implemented method for registering a dem 

onstration vehicle via a secure vehicle registration network; 
the method comprising: 

providing an interactive interface for registering the 
vehicle, 

receiving predetermined dealer information of a dealer and 
vehicle information of a vehicle requested to be regis 
tered as a demonstration vehicle, from a registered user, 

transmitting the received predetermined dealer informa 
tion and vehicle information to an authentication engine, 

verifying registration qualification of the vehicle by the 
registered user via the authentication engine, and 

activating the registration of the vehicle as a demonstration 
vehicle if the registration qualification is successful. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein verifying registration 
qualification of the vehicle to be registered includes compar 
ing at least one or more predetermined characteristics of the 
dealer information and one or more predetermined character 
istics of the vehicle information with associated data in one or 
more authorized databases having known dealer information 
and known vehicle information vehicle. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the at least one or more 
predetermined characteristics of the dealer information is a 
dealer identification code and the one or more predetermined 
characteristics of the vehicle information is the vehicle iden 
tification number (VIN). 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the associated data in 
one or more authorized databases having known dealer infor 
mation and known vehicle information vehicle includes a 
secure dealer information database having an active list of 
approved dealer identification codes and includes a secure 
vehicle information database having an active list of available 
vehicles identifiable by VIN for approval or rejection for 
registry as a demonstration vehicle. 
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5. The method of claim 3 further including generating a 
report of data associated with the dealer's demonstration 
vehicle registrations including at least one of a report of 
detailed dealer usage of demonstration vehicles, listing of 
demonstration vehicles used by dealership over a predeter 
mined period of time, and listing of sales time to sell demon 
stration vehicles of the dealership over a predetermined 
period of time. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the interactive interface 
includes one or more of an in-vehicle computer touch screen, 
an application for a Smartphone having an input capability, a 
shared messaging service, a web page, a web-based hyper 
link, and an email requiring a response. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the secure vehicle 
registration network includes one or more networked 
resources having at least one data source with vehicle infor 
mation, dealer information, marketing information, and cus 
tomer information, accessible by the authentication engine. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the authentication 
engine is a remote server configured for secure communica 
tion with the vehicle to be registered and the registered user. 

9. The method of claim 8 further including registering a 
predetermined level of subscription services with the vehicle 
to be registered after activation of the registration of the 
vehicle as a demonstration vehicle. 

10. The method of claim 9 further including managing a 
dealer's demonstration vehicle inventory by one or more of 
adding, Subtracting or temporarily Suspending predetermined 
vehicles of the dealer through the interactive interface. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the registered user is an 
authorized representative of the dealer. 

12. A system for use in an automotive sales network for 
registering one or more demonstration vehicles to a dealer 
ship via a secure vehicle registration network, comprising: 

an interactive interface engine providing an interactive 
interface for registering one or more vehicles as a dem 
onstration vehicle, which is capable of receiving and 
transmitting messages, 

an authentication engine for receiving dealer information 
and vehicle information from one or more authorized 
databases and comparing predetermined dealer infor 
mation and predetermined vehicle information obtained 
from one or more received messages with the one or 
more authorized databases, 

a registration engine for registering the one or more 
vehicles as a registered demonstration vehicle, 

a computer-based secure communication system capable 
of communications with the one or more authorized 
databases, the vehicle and dealer, and 

a reporting engine for generating one or more reports in 
response to data from one or more of the authentication 
engine and the registration engine. 

13. The system of claim 12, further including an activation 
engine for activating one or more subscription-based events 
in association with a level of service to be activated for the 
vehicle when registered as a demonstration vehicle. 

14. The system of claim 12, further including a deactivation 
engine for deactivating a registered demonstration vehicle to 
be removed from the list of dealer demonstration inventory. 

15. The system of claim 12, wherein the interactive inter 
face engine includes one or more of an in-vehicle computer 
touchscreen, an application for a Smartphone having an input 
capability, a shared messaging service, a web page, a web 
based hyperlink, and an email requiring a response. 
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16. The system of claim 12, further including an activation 
engine for activating a plurality of Subscription-based events 
in association with a level of service to be activated for the 
vehicle when registered as a demonstration vehicle, wherein 
the subscription-based events include one or more of a for-fee 
application, for-free application, music service, emergency 
service, Safety and notification service, diagnostic service, 
reporting service, maintenance service, in-car application, 
mobile application, and remote application. 

17. A computer program product containing a computer 
readable medium for use in an automotive sales network for 
registering, deregistering and managing a dealer's vehicles as 
demonstration vehicles; the program instructions for: 

providing an interactive interface for registering, deregis 
tering and managing vehicles of a dealer as demonstra 
tion vehicles, 

receiving predetermined dealer information of a dealer and 
vehicle information of one or more vehicles requested to 
be registered, registered, deregistered or managed as a 
demonstration vehicle, from a registered user, 

transmitting the received predetermined dealer informa 
tion and vehicle information to an authentication engine, 
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verifying registration, de-registration and management 
qualification of the vehicle by the registered user via the 
authentication engine, and 

activating, deactivating or otherwise amending registration 
of the one or more vehicles as a demonstration vehicle if 
the registration qualification is Successful. 

18. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein 
the interactive interface includes one or more of an in-vehicle 
computer touch screen, an application for a Smart phone 
having an input capability, a shared messaging service, a web 
page, a web-based hyperlink, and an email requiring a 
response, and wherein the one or more networked resources 
includes at least one data source having vehicle information 
or customer information accessible by the vehicle registration 
network. 

19. The computer program product of claim 18, wherein 
the interactive interface includes registered Subscription Ser 
vices options available for remote utilization on the one or 
more vehicles once registered as a demonstration vehicle. 

20. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein 
the interactive interface resides on a device which comprises 
any type of computer-based device, appliance, terminal, 
remote controlling device, or wireless asset. 
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